
EziBlank Wall 300
Installation Instruction ver 1.0



Checklist

Fastener ( 4 x Plastic 
screw and 4 x Metal split 

pin

EziBlank Wall 300 – Form 
A

EziBlank Wall 300 – Form 
B

There are two form factors of EziBlank Wall 300 –
Form A & B, both panels will fold into the same 
300mm plenum using the same procedure.



Step 1: Prepare the panel for folding #1

Lay the panel down on a clean 
surface, with the printed side 

facing down

Starting from the right hand 
side, fold the right panel in until 
it presses down onto the panel 

body.

Apply pressure along the edge of 
the fold, the folded panel shall 
now settle into the position but 

slightly bounced back



Step 2: Prepare the panel for folding #2

Repeat the same process to 
the left panel

With both left & right panels 
now tending inward, with 
one hand holding the left 
panel, roll the right panel 
toward the left panel to 
form a triangle plenum



Step 3: Align & mate the embedded velcros

Starting from one end, align the 
embedded velcros and press them 

in firmly until the velcros are 
mated together. 

Repeat the process to the middle 
and the opposite end of the 

panel.



Step 4: Option 1 - Apply plastic fasteners

Use the supplied plastic screw fastener, 
position it 20mm inside the printed 
area, use a Philips screwdriver and 
pierce the screw into the panel and 

then start turning clockwise.

Continue until the screw 
head is flushed to the 

panel



Step 4: Option 2 - Apply metal split pins

Split open the metal split 
pin slightly until each part 
can fit into the a furrow 
cavity of both panels.

Push the pin in 
all the way.



Step 5: Repeat Step 4 to the opposite end

Use the supplied plastic screw 
fastener, position it 20mm inside the 

printed area, use a Philips screwdriver 
and pierce the screw into the panel 
and then start turning clockwise.

Continue until the screw 
head is flushed to the 

panel
Split open the metal split 
pin slightly until each part 
can fit into the a furrow 
cavity of both panels.

Push the pin in all 
the way.

OR

Plastic Screw Metal Pin



Step 6: Erect the EziBlank Wall 300 and 
inspect

Erect the Wall and 
check that all sides of 

panel are securely 
fasten.

Assembly 
completed


